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Abstract
In this follow-up study on the Central Madhya Pradesh style rock paintings (henceforth CMPstyle), I define, eventually redefine, the characteristics of the strict CMP-style, consisting of white
paintings with V/W-infill; the type site being Locality I ASI R.C., RMJK, Central Madhya Pradesh, India.
I investigate, through an in depth analysis using a multi-facetted style-oriented approach, 52
paintings in the large right-hand side panel in the main shelter ASI R.C.2 of Locality I ASI R.C.
First, some results of my preliminary study (2013) are summarized, especially of the complex
stratigraphy in the front panels in the main shelter of Locality I in which numerous CMP-style
paintings are embedded. Second, the results of the actual research in de side panel of Locality I are
presented and compared with those of the preliminary study of the front panels. Third, the spatial
distribution and area-availability-and-use-pattern has been applied to trace and reconstruct the
stylistic evolution and a very detailed description of this stylistic evolution and continuity in the side
panel is presented. It has led to the foundation of a relative chronology of the white paintings with
V/W-infill, especially of the later phase of its formative period. Fourth, as to the reuse aspect,
inconsistencies in “two-coloured” paintings have been revealed. Postscript, vandalism in Locality I.
This study of a highly formalized codified artistic tradition shows that the strict CMP-style
with white paintings and V/W-infill is an animal art and an artistic entity that exists separately from
others and has a clear identity of its own. The entire production evinces authenticity and respect for
tradition and its subject, namely a limited series of 'privileged' animals, basically deer. Because of its
distinctive style it acts as an emblem and territorial marker.
KEY WORDS: Rock art – Central Madhya Pradesh style – Defining – Reuse – Two-coloured painting – Emblem/Territorial Marker
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Rationale
“Defining the Central Madhya Pradesh style rock paintings” is part of the project:
“Continuity, change and evolution of the CMP-style rock paintings in Central Madhya Pradesh”
Style conception in: Schaap 2013, 2015; continuity in style, in: Schaap 2017a, ROTSKUNST.nl; human
representation and style, in: Schaap 2017b, ROTSKUNST.nl.; also, Schaap 1982, 2004, 2008, 2011.
Preliminary study (2013) results: Central Madhya Pradesh style versus other infill types
To clarify the stratigraphy of the rock paintings, defined as providing a relative frame of
reference for chronology, the selection of panels with a maximum amount of superimposing paintings,
including characteristic works in the CMP-styles, was of the utmost importance during my preliminary
examination.
As the artists of the strict CMP-style were reluctant to superimpose their white paintings or
those of their fellow-artists, few relevant stratigraphies are available. Therefore, besides a series of
other important parameters, I use the spatial distribution and area-availability-and-use-pattern to
reconstruct the stylistic evolution: the assumption is that they started decorating the better parts of
the wall with large paintings and as time passed by and space diminished, smaller paintings were
added. This assumption is supported by many examples of older, larger, paintings in rock painting
stratigraphies. It also applies to paintings at the front and the right-hand side panel of the main shelter
of Locality I ASI R.C., RMJK, discovered 1956, 1962.
There are some twenty areas with very relevant panels in Locality I ASI R.C.; one of the most
important panels to help us answer these questions is the one in the front of the main shelter ASI R.C.2.
In the past when I started studying the CMP-style paintings, I used as point of departure some
very complex and intricate panels with many superpositions on the front of this main shelter. The
panels of this main shelter with a complicated stratigraphy may give the conclusive clue to what is first.
I distinguished seven clearly varying types of infill in the front panels of the main shelter; one
of these, the so-called V/W-infill, is directly linked to what are considered as to be the CMP-styles, viz.:
1) strict CMP-style (white),
2) two-coloured CMP-style,
3) red CMP-style.
The subject of my study, the strict CMP-style with white paintings, can be defined by its
characteristic six to eight oblique freestanding lines that create a V- or W-shaped triangular infilling.
Three, or sometimes four, diagonal lines in the front part and three, or sometimes four, diagonal lines
in the hind part of the drawing of an animal create triangles with a wedge-shape in the centre. The
strict CMP-style consists of hundreds of white paintings, technically brush paintings, with linear,
rectangular and triangular form elements and V/W-infill.
In my view the CMP-style is essentially a white painting phenomenon and I consider the twocoloured paintings to be chronologically unspecified elaborations of the white paintings.
Analysis of the superimpositions showed that the CMP-style series in the front panels start in
its formative phase with larger representations of deer in white, with superimpositions of red deer. So,
the red phase of the CMP-style is unequivocally succeeding the white phase, therefore the red phase
of the CMP-style cycle is more recent.
A stratigraphy in another front panel of the main shelter shows a rather unusual and
unexpected sequence with white animal paintings with V/W-infill or strict CMP-style superimposed by
red herringbone infill, again superimposed by white V/W-infill plus a rectangle in the hind quarter,
seriously complicating the sequence matter. Remember in this context that the CMP-style artists
appear to be very style-conscious and seem to have a deep respect for their work and their fellow
artists and a manifest aversion to deliberately superimpose. However, as soon as other groups were
superimposing white CMP-style work, the CMP-style artists did at their turn cover this in a very firm
way with their own familiar white paintings with V/W-infilling. It cannot be proved nor excluded in
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advance that the paintings with other types of infill than V/W-infill fit in to the same artistic tradition.
Is there an in-situ evolution, or do we witness the results, albeit fragmented, of a long and complex
evolution, originating from various directions and showing varying artistic influences? Locality I is
situated in an area with multiple possible influences, as do for example L.10, L.6 and localities as L.2,
L.3, L.4, L.5, L.13. How representative is the situation in the Locality I main shelter? There are dozens
of important questions pertaining to the artistic evolution in this area and especially to Locality I.
During the publication of my preliminary examination divergent opinions were voiced on the
terminology to be used when describing these artistic phenomena.
I recommend the following terminology: strict CMP-style equals white CMP-style, two-coloured
CMP-style consists of strict white CMP-style paintings re-outlined with red, red CMP-style consists of
monochrome red CMP-style paintings.
The tracing of origin and development, sequencing and mutual relation between these seven
infill types plus their variants and ramifications, are fascinating though complex problems. Deciphering
without the necessary prerequisites as direct dating, etc. is doomed to be a labyrinth-like undertaking;
ascription of the other five or six yet-to-be-described infill types to the “CMP-style” or eventually “CMPstyle school” remains to be proved. In an earlier paper I described this tangle of infill types with hidden
origins and unknown provenances as a possible “stylistic joker” (Schaap 2013, 2015). As more is learned
about the age of the respective infill types, it is probable that more infill trends will be officially
described in the future. The form language consisting of rectangular figures covers a large area in
Central India and is not restricted to Central Madhya Pradesh.
Furthermore, besides a relevant methodological problem, an appropriate and understandable
label referring to their location in Central India seems to me helpful to non-Indian researchers and
readers. (See also: Postscript, on location info aspect).
To avoid excessive attribution problems, I prioritize areas or panels with very limited or no
superimpositioning by other artistic traditions. The first thing that needs to be done is to identify those
areas where such panels are found, or could potentially be found, the right-side wall of the Locality I
main shelter ASI R.C.2 is rather difficult to approach and the main side panel here could be of some
use. I will confine myself to this main side panel and study it in detail.
In this main side panel with 52 paintings one third consists of white paintings and the remaining
part of two-coloured paintings. Red paintings are manifestly absent. Besides the research problem and
aim of this paper defining the CMP-style, one of the most intriguing questions is that of the reuse of
white paintings belonging to the strict CMP-style. Seen in a broader perspective Indian rock art is up to
now a largely undated phenomenon, this applies also unequivocally to this reuse attitude.
A conundrum is who applied these red additions to the white paintings in the strict CMP-style
and when this was done. It is sometimes forgotten that the actual image obtained of the CMP-style
phenomenon is strongly influenced, determined, even distorted and deformed by the superimposed
red re-outlining of unknown origin and age!
I point out the 14C AMS dating by Watchman and Roberts (2005) (OZG 370) of an atypical twocoloured painting in which a rhinoceros is depicted, producing 4810 ± 370 years BP for the white
component (the chest) and 2780 ± 40 years BP for the red component (a hind-leg). It suggests a time
difference of two thousand years, is this the result of a dating error, are we witnessing a style revival
situation, or what else?
There are many issues, some are beyond the scope of this paper, however for the moment the
most relevant ones in this context are: who produced the red additions to the white paintings and
when did this happen? Sometimes this seemed to be a typical case of serendipity, looking for
something you did not find and finding something you were not looking for.
The seven different infill types in the front of the main shelter ASI R.C.2 and shelter ASI R.C.1:
1) V/W-infill (strict CMP-style, two-coloured CMP-style and red CMP-style), 2) horizontal lines infill (in
conjunction with strict CMP-style, two-coloured and red CMP-style), 3) herringbone infill, 4) zigzag
infill, 5) vertical lines infill, 6) inversion of the infill, 7) cross-hatched infill.
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1 Only VW-infill (CMP style) is present in side panel

2

1)
4)

5
V/W-infill = CMP style;
zigzag infill;

3

4

6
2) horizontal lines infill = CMP style;
5) vertical lines infill;

7
3) herringbone infill (example from Locality 2)
6) inversion of the infill; 7) cross-hatched

The succession of these seven different infill types shown in the scheme below represents the
situation in Locality I ASI R.C., plus some panels in Locality 2, Locality 3, Locality 4 and Locality 5:
I am inclined to see the red cross-hatched infill in Locality I ASI R.C. as the most recent of these
seven infill types. V/W-infill, viz. triangles exists in a white, red and two-coloured (white plus red)
version, herringbone infill is also present in these three versions, however the two-coloured
herringbone version is rare. All the other infill types are in red only.
In the two-coloured paintings with V/W-infill the red lines are side by side with the white lines
or on top of the white lines, red lines in two-coloured paintings with V/W-infill are never found
underneath the white lines.
The frequency of the seven different infill types in Locality I ASI R.C., except shelter ASI R.C.1:
In every important panel in Locality I ASI R.C. are paintings with V/W-infill, so the CMP-styles
are present everywhere in Locality I. After V/W-infill, zigzag infill is the most frequently used type in
Locality I, it is however present there in a few panels only. Exceptionally the entire remaining decoration
of the small rock shelter ASI R.C.1 consists of the so-called “inversion of the infill” (M-shape).
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Infill stratigraphy:
V/W-infill: white or red, white plus red
White V/W separately.
Red V/W separately.
White plus red V/W (two-coloured) separately.
White V/W under red V/W.
White V/W under red herringbone.
White V/W under red herringbone over white V/W.
White V/W under red zigzag.
White V/W under red inversion infill.
White V/W under red vertical lines.
White V/W under red cross-hatched.
Red V/W over white V/W.
Red V/W over white herringbone.
Red V/W over red zigzag.
Red V/W over red vertical lines.
Red V/W under red cross-hatched.
Herringbone infill: white or red
White herringbone separately.
Red herringbone separately.
White plus red herringbone (two-coloured) separately.
White herringbone under red V/W.
Red herringbone over white V/W.
Red herringbone under white V/W.
Red herringbone over white V/W under white V/W.
Red herringbone under red zigzag.
Red herringbone under red inversion infill.
Zigzag infill: red
Red zigzag separately.
Red zigzag over white V/W.
Red zigzag under red V/W.
Red zigzag over red herringbone.
Inversion of the infill: brown/red
Red inversion infill over white V/W.
Red inversion infill under red cross-hatched.
Red inversion infill over red herringbone.
Vertical lines infill: red
Red vertical lines separately.
Red vertical lines over white V/W.
Red vertical lines under rode V/W.
Red vertical lines over red cross-hatched.
Red vertical lines under red cross-hatched.
Cross-hatched infill: red
Red cross-hatched over white V/W.
Red cross-hatched over red vertical lines.
Red cross-hatched under red vertical lines.
Red cross-hatched over red V/W.
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The actual research (post-2013): The strict CMP-style versus two-coloured CMP-style
My aim is to define and eventually redefine, the strict CMP-style versus the two-coloured CMPstyle paintings and not the red CMP-style, eventually the CMP-style school concept, nor the substyle
aspect, its distribution or to give a description of Locality I ASI R.C., RMJK.
There are about twenty important areas with relevant panels in Locality I ASI R.C., recently
numbered by the ASI as R.C.1 and following. My labelling and ASI’s numbering are not always
compatible, some shelters or areas clearly belonging to ASI R.C. are not yet numbered by the ASI.
First, I will examine the white paintings or strict CMP-style and the two-coloured CMP-style
paintings, both with V/W-infill, in the main panel on the right-hand side of the main shelter ASI R.C.2
of Locality I ASI R.C. There are no red CMP-style paintings in this panel, therefore I am not dealing with
these absentees. Besides, the substyles with red CMP-style paintings have a somewhat different and
especially larger distribution than the white paintings, plus a slightly different content.
It is not difficult to tell them apart, red additions as red re-outlining transform a white painting
in the strict CMP-style into a two-coloured CMP-style painting. Besides this, the monochrome red CMPstyle paintings are often superimposing white CMP-style paintings (see scheme).
The CMP-style is in its essence an animal art and technically a brush painting with linear,
rectangular and triangular form elements forming the key attributes; resulting in a geometric form
language often with robust, compact, stocky figures. An animal drawn in the CMP-style is largely an
addition of separate segments and elements, divided into distinct form units, and does not constitute
a real and thoroughly integrated unit, let alone a realistically depicted animal.
A rectangular core is the main distinguishing mark in animal representations. It forms the main
frame of the drawing and sometimes tends to have a slightly oval shape. A second important element
is the heavily emphasized contour or outline, executed with thick brushwork. The area inside the
rectangular core consists always of geometric infill, linear and triangular; round shapes are nonexistent. In a series of paintings of what is considered as to be the same substyle the depiction of the
internal infill will be consistent and similar everywhere. Apart from clearly unfinished paintings, an
animal representation belonging to the CMP-style will always present V/W-infill, since this constitutes
an essential component, namely the mark of the CMP-style.
The rectangle presents the main frame in this type of painting in the CMP-style, other related
or non-related styles or their forerunner tradition where the core of the representation consists of a
rectangle. It is important to try to understand that not every painting showing infill can be ascribed to
the CMP-style. Most of the groups of paintings with rectangular core presenting infill cannot be
attributed to the CMP-style notwithstanding they all share the horror vacui principle.
The strict CMP-style can be defined by its characteristic oblique freestanding white lines that
create a V- or W-shaped infilling. Three, or sometimes four, diagonal lines in the front part and three,
or sometimes four, diagonal lines in the hind part of an animal drawing create triangles and a wedgeshape in the centre. There are hundreds of paintings in a considerable number of localities distributed
over a larger area in Central Madhya Pradesh with this very characteristic type of infill, in white, two
colours and red. The infilling of the white paintings is often less exuberant than it is in the two-coloured
ones, viz. superimposed red additions create sometimes a mosaic of spider-like red patterns that
obscure the white triangles. Therefore, as mentioned above, the actual image obtained of the CMPstyle phenomenon is strongly influenced, “coloured”, by this red re-outlining!
Initially there was during the first phase or so-called “White Period” a uniform white
decoration consisting of numerous paintings with V/W-infill occurring all over the entire Locality I ASI
R.C. site, the so-called strict CMP-style. Added to this are, in a few rare cases in conjunction with V/Winfill, also a few paintings with horizontal lines infill.
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Some depictions of deer show in the hind part a rectangle, this element, a stylistic convention,
has been used in white, two-coloured and red paintings (main shelter ASI R.C.2) and (master ceiling ASI
R.C.17). It is as if the hind part of the animal is puffed up and presented from the back instead of in
profile. This element, probably period-related, is absent in our study object: the main panel in the right
sidewall of the main shelter ASI R.C.2 of Locality I ASI R.C.
In every important panel in Locality I ASI R.C. there are paintings with V/W-infill, or the CMPstyle is present all over Locality I ASI R.C.
The essence of the CMP-style seems to be the representation of a very limited series of
'privileged' animals, especially deer, and some cattle/buffalo; domesticated animals are apparently
missing.
The conclusions contain a very detailed account of: 1) the order of production of the paintings,
2) stylistic evolution of the paintings, 3) various aspects of the red additions that transform a white
painting into a two-coloured painting; 4) as a Postscript: recent vandalism of rock art in Locality I.

Discussion
To determine the order, five main criteria or parameters are used in this study. Each animal
representation is tested step by step against these five points, in order of importance:
1) stratigraphy, 2) infill, 3) colour, 4) spatial distribution, 5) stylistic aspects.
In addition to subject matter and size, there are also other points for attention, such as quality and
execution, etc. However, a frequently used criterion such as patina does not appear to make much
sense in my research. (Note: 1)
Stratigraphy: order can only be determined by a clear-cut and unambiguous stratigraphy, to
avoid incidental situations, preferably by several clear-cut stratigraphies. However, stratigraphy only
indicates the order and does not lead to conclusions on development in a coherent way. In principle,
order can be determined definitively, and development can only be reconstructed.
Spatial distribution: here it is assumed that if, in limited space, the most appropriate parts of
the rock face have been fully or almost fully used by large coherent series in the same CMP-substyle,
then these series may be included in the first work in the order of production. This spatial distribution
and area-availability-and-use pattern has been used to trace and reconstruct the stylistic evolution.
The side panel
In contrast to the front side, the right-side wall with a precipice nearby is more difficult to
approach, especially the narrow and outward inclined slippery ledge does not look very inviting.
Probably only some groups staying here for longer periods have made some use of it, with trees,
ladders, scaffolding or other means of securing themselves. I expect the paintings on this side panel
probably representing a more selective and “pure” image of the CMP-style than those on the frequently
visited front side.
White versus two-coloured
During my preliminary examination I tried to find out if we were dealing with two-coloured
paintings or white paintings completed afterwards with red re-outlining.
Several authors mention only the existence of two-coloured paintings, they do not study the
production process and order, and neglect the presence of large numbers of white and/or red paintings.
In the two-coloured paintings with V/W-infill the complementary red lines are located side by
side with the white lines or drawn on top of the white lines. Red lines in two-coloured paintings with
V/W-infill are never found drawn underneath the white lines. Although the sequence in the twocoloured paintings seems to be red after white, several shortcomings, inconsistencies and omissions in
the complementary red part make it doubtful if the intention was always to create two-coloured
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paintings right from the start. Sometimes the rather schematic looking additions are nothing but poor
and uninspired copies of the white lines with red ones drawn on top.
All the two-coloured paintings always have a white painting as starting point; quite a number
are not complemented and stayed white. Without any doubt, originally, we have to do with white
paintings, a fact that is obvious at the right of the side panel. If we try to forget, “remove” the red
additions for a while, then some of the remaining white paintings look very fine indeed.
A third of the paintings on the side panel are white, there are also a few smaller white paintings.
Two-coloured versus retouching
In my opinion these interventions with red overall additions of outline and infill of unknown
origin and age should not be confounded with retouched paintings, as there are also plenty of
retouches on two-coloured paintings. Often there are in more accessible panels some retouches
applied to the paintings, as for example in the front panels in the main shelter, to be understood as
comments, corrections and “improvements” especially in details of the contour lines of belly, back,
neck and hoof, or to beautify, to embellish, or to make paintings more fashionable. (Note: 2)
Continuity: general characteristics versus side panel characteristics
Some general characteristics of the highly codified CMP-style in which order, structure,
planning and tradition are guiding principals and preciously respected. (Note: 3)
. the animal is always completely depicted;
. colour is the most important constant;
. the paintings are organized in horizontal series;
. no superimpositioning;
. naturalism is missing;
. expression of movement is not particularly developed;
. there is little variety in the stances;
. always in profile;
. the belly line is straight;
. the sizes of the paintings are between 20-40 cm;
. in a specific substyle most of the paintings are of the same size;
. there is the same distance between the painting;
. the animal is always upright, never in a lying position with its legs to the side or feet up;
. the deer tail is upside and cattle tail downwards;
. always the same limited series of subjects, namely animals.
The specific characteristics of the side panel with white and two-coloured paintings with V/W-infill do
not contradict or deviate from these general characteristics.

Conclusions
The distributional and stylistic analysis of the 52 paintings in both CMP-styles in the main side
panel of the main shelter ASI R.C.2 of Locality I ASI R.C., RMJK, can be summarized as follows.
The general background is: white paintings are first and red paintings later.
However, origin and position in time and sequence of two-coloured paintings are problematic,
because results are mixed, inconclusive and contradictory, plus the puzzling outcome of 14C AMS
dating!
Tradition seems to prescribe that in each phase or period all the paintings have the same colour,
so first all the paintings are white, later all the paintings are red. Since what must have felt like
immemorial times the paintings had been white in colour, so the passage or switch from white to red
coloured painting must have been an event with a high impact.
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In the main side panel there are only white and two-coloured paintings, red paintings do not
occur here.
The white paintings with V/W-infill in the side panel are undeniably in the authentic CMP-style,
the various interventions with the superimposed red additions resulting in two-coloured paintings are
of unknown age or origin.
Therefore, I prefer to label the white paintings with V/W-infill as the strict CMP-style and the
hybrid two-coloured paintings with V/W-infill as the two-coloured CMP-style.
In the heterogeneous two-coloured paintings, the red lines are drawn side by side with or on
top of the white lines, and it should be stressed that red lines are never underneath the white lines!
Sometimes the red lines copy and follow the white lines precisely, in many cases however they do not
copy correctly. A few times, through some unknown reason, the copier misunderstood completely the
original depiction. Watchman’s 14C AMS dating (OZG 370) seems to indicate a time difference of about
two thousand years!
The strict CMP-style on the side panel in the main shelter of Locality I ASI R.C. represents and
embodies a few different substyles consisting of white paintings with V/W-infill, and the two-coloured
CMP-style represents here several substyles consisting of two-coloured paintings with V/W-infill. As
mentioned repeatedly, on this side panel there are no red paintings with V/W-infill.
The strict CMP-style on the side panel consists of a limited series of substyles with interesting
varying stylistic features, promising fecund diagnostic elements pointing to other panels in Locality I
ASI R.C., particularly the master ceiling ASI R.C.17 and other localities such as Locality 2 and 3. The side
panel and master ceiling are unambiguously stylistically linked, the side panel being first and some
substyles on the master ceiling being somewhat later. There are no common stylistic traits though
between the main side panel and the left side of the important ceiling panel in the adjacent big shelter
ASI R.C.4. The big shelter ASI R.C.4 has a few very typical substyles, one consists of subtly drawn refined
white paintings in the strict CMP-style.
As the two-coloured paintings are adapted white paintings, shape and position of two-coloured
paintings are determined, fixed and limited by the shape and position of the original underlying white
paintings. Any discussion on the two-coloured paintings must take this point, a crucial one, into
consideration. It is significant that the artists of the strict CMP-style were reluctant to superimpose
their white works or those of their fellow artists. As a direct result very few relevant stratigraphies are
available.
This unusual situation merits closer examination therefore. Also, until now I have not come
upon a clear-cut stratigraphy concerning the sequence of the two-coloured versus red paintings. The
underlying white paintings in two-coloured works do not differ from non-adapted white paintings.
The white paintings appear to be refashioned in two-coloured ones only in case they were not
superimposed by work with herringbone-, zigzag-, vertical lines infill or inversion of the infill.
In retrospect, they could only be refashioned with red into two-coloured ones when not
superimposed. Very important and significant in the discussion about sequence is that other infill never
superimposes two-coloured paintings. Are the red additions contemporaneous or are they added two
thousand years later as Watchman’s OZG 370 dating seems to suggest? The problem now seems an
almost insurmountable one; the numerous contradicting results could suggest chronological
variability.
The position in time and origin of the red additions of two-coloured paintings needs to be
clarified and specified. I may say that this will remain problematic without:
. relevant multiple problem-oriented direct dating resulting in the dating of the artistic chain,
instead of dating a single isolated art specimen;
. extensive micro-stratigraphic studies;
. pigment analysis.
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Résumé of the analysis of the 52 CMP-style paintings with V/W-infill in main side panel ASI R.C.2.
. Qua colour there are white and two-coloured (white plus red) paintings.
. Qua number there is a small number, one third, of white paintings and a larger number of
two-coloured paintings.
. Qua size there is a small number of larger paintings and a larger number of smaller paintings.
There are larger and smaller two-coloured paintings, the classification larger and smaller twocoloured paintings is made in comparison to the white paintings, as two-coloured paintings should be
considered as adapted white paintings.
As mentioned before, for older paintings the tendency is to be large and the white paintings
with V/W-infill at the front of the main shelter are medium-sized and not small.
The larger two-coloured paintings in the side panel seem to be the older ones and inside the
group of smaller two-coloured paintings is a pale or light-coloured and a more reddish version
discernible. The series reddish two-coloured paintings of smaller size appear to be placed in the leftover
space in between the series of light two-coloured version smaller paintings.
To summarize, the order based on spatial distribution seems to be:
. first: large light two-coloured;
. next: smaller light two-coloured;
. finally: smaller reddish two-coloured paintings.
Spatial distribution suggests that the first creators of the side panel started with a wellbalanced distribution of the paintings in several series or registers, with the lighter version of twocoloured paintings in the higher registers.
First, a small number with larger dimensions; then in the lower registers a larger number with
smaller sizes; and finally, some series of two-coloured paintings in more reddish versions.
Most of the smaller paintings are distributed over the remaining leftover space in between the
registers with lighter versions in the lower areas at the right side of the side panel.
Because of this, the right side of this side panel, especially the lower part, acquires in the end
a somewhat crowded character, considering the “orderly standards” of the CMP-style.
Unfortunately, explicit proof concerning this reconstruction in the side panel by spatial
distribution is lacking, simply because superimpositions to determine the definite order are, as usual
in the strict CMP-style, completely absent.
Therefore, I consider this sequence, based on spatial distribution, to be tentative.
So, the two-coloured paintings are subdivided in a pale or lighter version (light-coloured) and
a more reddish version and they do have white or red contour lines.
Considering the contour, there are three different series in the lighter version:
a) a series with white contour lines and at the outside a red line;
b) a series with white contour lines and at the outside and inside a red line;
c) a series with a completely red contour line.
From the point of view of quality, the lighter version (of the smaller) two-coloured paintings
can be subdivided in:
a) a lighter version carefully executed,
b) a lighter version less carefully executed.
The reddish two-coloured version, thus the latest version, was often painted with great care, as a rule
more carefully than the lighter two-coloured paintings.
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Considering stylistic details: application of a straight red line creates attractive decorative
effects on:
a) the large light-coloured outline,
b) the neck,
c) the legs.
A red line is also present in the I- or T-formed infill version of the legs, especially on the lower
part, and there is also the frequent use of a red line diagonal over the neck.
Considering the depiction of the neck: some of the smaller paintings on the lower part of the
right half of the side panel show a very long and very slender neck. This stylistic feature is also
manifestly present on the master ceiling ASI R.C.17 and procures here an indication about the
presumed order in the positioning of the paintings.
Considering the wide white contour line: another example on the side panel is that, in one
exceptional case, an unusual wide white contour line has been used. This very striking type of wide
white contour line, just as the exceptionally long and slender often graceful neck, is also manifestly
present on the master ceiling, where it grows into the most attractive substyles of the CMP-style!
Besides similarities there are also differences between side panel and other panels.
Some elements seem to correlate with white and two-coloured paintings with V/W-infill in the CMPstyles, namely:
a) a limited number of paintings with horizontal lines infill;
b) sometimes rectangles in the hind quarter of deer.
In the side panel are paintings with horizontal lines infill absent.
The rectangle in the hind quarter of deer as substyle element:
The rectangle in the hind quarter constitutes an element exclusively present, and only
sometimes, in paintings with V/W-infill. On the side panel all the paintings in white or two colours do
have V/W-infill, however in the side panel such rectangles in the hind quarters of deer are completely
absent. Is the rectangle in the hind quarter of a deer species related, meant to indicate a specific deer
species, or is it just a period or time related artistic convention? I tend to believe that it represents a
stylistic convention of a time related substyle or series of substyles indicating a particular deer species.
At the front of the main shelter ASI R.C.2 there are several white and two-coloured representations of
deer depicted with a rectangle in the abdomen. These paintings in different substyles with V/W-infill
are distributed over the front of the main shelter in multiple shorter or longer series.
The important point is that superimpositions of white paintings with V/W-infill are very rare.
In the introduction I mentioned repeatedly a very unusual sequence and at the same time a diagnostic
very useful sequence consisting of a painting with white V/W-infill superimposed by a painting with red
herringbone infill and again superimposed by a painting with white V/W-infill plus a rectangle. This
unexpected stratigraphy and the resulting sequence seem to indicate that a rectangle in the hind
quarter was not in vogue then and is in this specific context a somewhat later element. It is also present
in some two-coloured series and further on red paintings. Again, is it a species- or time-related
phenomenon? Whatever the answer may be, rectangles in the hind quarter of deer representations
are completely absent on the side panel.
Contrary to the side panel we find on the master ceiling ASI R.C.17 both horizontal lines infill
together with V/W-infill and especially V/W-infill with a rectangle in the hind quarters of deer.
If this reconstruction proves to be correct, paintings in the side panel without a rectangle must
be considered as “rather early”.
Our study has led to the foundation of a relative chronology of the white paintings with V/Winfill, especially of the later phase of its formative period. So, on the side panel of the main shelter ASI
R.C.2 we have a very sober, stripped version of work with V/W-infill or typically strict CMP-style,
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consisting of a series of substyles without horizontal lines infill and without rectangles in the hind
quarter and no extravaganza as to the subjects. Since rock paintings are created by individuals, analysis
of another panel with other substyles may perhaps lead to a different outcome. This may explain the
incongruity considering the inconclusive outcome of some analyses of panels with two-coloured
paintings.
The above-mentioned diagnostic elements facilitate the arranging of different stylistic series
and substyles in the respective CMP-styles in other localities and relevant panels. They could be used
for example, in an important locality as Locality 2, or the so-called big shelter ASI R.C.4 and especially
in the master ceiling ASI R.C.17 both in Locality I, which I consider, with its fascinating stylistic diversity,
to be of excellent artistic quality and in an impressive state of preservation: the culmination of the
CMP-style.
This study shows that the strict CMP-style is an animal art, consisting of hundreds of white
paintings with V/W-infill in multiple varying substyles and distributed in a considerable number of
localities over a larger area in Central Madhya Pradesh. It is a clear artistic entity that exists separately
from others and has a clear identity of its own: because of its distinctive style it acts as an emblem and
unequivocally as a territorial marker. The entire production evinces authenticity and a real respect for
tradition and for its subject, a limited series of 'privileged' animals, basically deer.
-------------------------Note 1: Infill as a stylistic parameter
In Scandinavia are several different rock art traditions, in some of them infill of the animal representation
constitutes an important form element. Norwegian researcher Egil Mikkelsen (1981) in his study on the
“subarctic” Geithus rock carvings used infill elements as a decisive marker to trace stylistic links.

Note 2: Reuse and retouching as a research problem
Retouching and reuse of paintings is a rather neglected aspect in rock art research. Belgian researcher
Lydia Dams, in her fascinating study on the rock paintings in Eastern and Southern Spain, “Les Peintures Rupestres
du Levant Espagnol”. 1984, is in my view one of the first researchers in Europe who convincingly exploits this
reuse and retouch aspect.

Note 3: Characteristics as a research problem
“Characteristics” of prehistoric cave and rock art as a valid research problem is in use since the influential
study of Peter J. Ucko and Andrée Rosenfeld. “Palaeolithic Cave Art”. 1967.

Postscript
On 9 January 2017, when we arrived at Locality I ASI R.C. to start our 2017 study session, we
met a depressing situation:
Inside the little rock shelter ASI R.C.I and in front of the main shelter ASI R.C.2, there was dirt,
ashes, charcoal, pieces of wood, waste, 9 plastic saucers, plastic teacups, plastic bags, a package of salt
and another with Tact Salt, packages of masala (yellow, pink), traces of 3 fires, burnt rocks, et.etc.
Worse and very serious is that inside the little rock shelter ASI R.C.I underneath the ceiling with paintings in an excellent state of conservation - a fire had been lit. Smoke, a soot film has been
deposited on these fine paintings.
In front, touching the shelter wall of main shelter ASI R.C.2, another fire had been lit, this fire
produced also smoke and on the important paintings nearby and just above soot has been deposited.
To the right of main shelter ASI R.C.2 nearby paintings another fire had been lit, also rock flaked of.
Our interpretation: a group of so to speak “informed people” consisting of ca. 9 individuals
visited this site. They took their meals with them (9 saucers), however they also prepared food
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Indian-style in front and underneath the ceiling with paintings, they left masala and salt behind, they
did the same in front of the main shelter. Also, water was boiled there and after preparing it they
ditched the remaining water, in that way polluting the rock shelter wall with a mixture of water plus
hot ashes. During, before or after the presentation of the paintings presumably by somebody acting
as an expert, these careless visitors were probably drinking a cup of tea, and before they left the site,
they left the cups behind in front of the paintings... No one of this party took his/her responsibility
preventing the colleagues, guide, cook or driver from preparing food inside and in front of a rock
shelter with very important prehistoric rock paintings, thereby damaging these rock paintings. It took
us several hours to clean up the ASI R.C.2 site, the damaging soot deposits are still there.
Since the fifteen years I study Locality I intensively, I have never been confronted with such
results of irresponsible behaviour in this very important site! NB Locality I belongs to India’s most
important rock art sites.
Therefore, again, I do not give any information regarding the whereabouts of prehistoric rock
paintings, this applies also to the bibliography, the sites are labelled by me as Locality. In Central
Madhya Pradesh well-advertised rock art site Bhimbetika near Bhopal is open to the public with guided
visits.

“Cooking” inside rock shelter ASI R.C.I, a shelter with excellent rock paintings!

“Dinner “ near and underneath the paintings in rock shelter ASI R.C.I, a performance by “informed people”!
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Main side wall panel with white and two-coloured paintings, in pale and more reddish version, in larger and smaller size

Main side wall panel, right side
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Main side wall panel, centre part

Main side wall panel, upper right part
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Main side wall panel, upper part
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